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Abstract
The quality of machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) mod-
els are very sensitive to many different adjustable parameters that
are set before training even begins, commonly called hyperparame-
ters. Efficient hyperparameter exploration is of great importance
to practitioners in order to find high-quality models with afford-
able time and cost. This is however a challenging process due to
a huge search space, expensive training runtime, sparsity of good
configurations, and scarcity of time and resources. We develop a
scheduling algorithm POP that quickly identifies among promising,
opportunistic and poor configurations of hyperparameters. It infuses
probabilistic model-based classification with dynamic scheduling
and early termination to jointly optimize quality and cost. We also
build a comprehensive hyperparameter exploration infrastructure,
HyperDrive, to support existing and future scheduling algorithms
for a wide range of usage scenarios across different ML/DL frame-
works and learning domains. We evaluate POP and HyperDrive
using complex and deep models. The results show that we speedup
the training process by up to 6.7x compared with basic approaches
like random/grid search and up to 2.1x compared with state-of-the-
art approaches while achieving similar model quality compared
with prior work.

CCS Concepts • Computer systems organization → Cloud
computing; • Computing methodologies → Machine learn-
ing approaches;
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1 Introduction
In recent years many machine-learning frameworks have been
introduced to help developers build and train machine learning
models for solving different artificial intelligence tasks across su-
pervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning domains [3,
6, 9, 10, 15, 31]. The task performance of trained models is very
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Figure 1. Performance of 50 randomly selected supervised-learning
hyperparameter configurations.

sensitive to many different adjustable parameters, called hyperpa-
rameters, which are configured prior to training a model. Examples
of these hyperparameters include learning rate (in many models),
number and size of hidden layers in a deep neural network, number
of clusters in k-means clustering, and many more. Hyperparameter
exploration searches across different configurations of a model,
where each configuration represents a specific set of hyperparam-
eter values. Its goal is to find good configurations that optimize
the model performance (e.g., high accuracy, low loss, high reward)
with affordable time and cost. This exploration involves two related
problems: generating candidate configurations from the large space
of hyperparameter settings, and actually scheduling and running
these configurations.

Efficient hyperparameter exploration is of great importance to
practitioners in order to improve model performance, reduce train-
ing time, and optimize resource usage. This is especially critical
when training modern deep and complex learning models with
billions of parameters and millions of training samples on cloud
resources. To reach a desired training target, efficient hyperpa-
rameter exploration means shorter training time, lower resource
consumption, and thus lower training costs.

However, it is challenging to design effective scheduling frame-
works and algorithms that efficiently explore hyperparameter val-
ues while obtaining high model performance and optimizing time
and resource costs. The first key reason is the size of the hyperpa-
rameter search space and the expensive training process for each
individual configuration. Figure 1 shows the model performance
(task accuracy) of 50 configurations as a function of iterations over
a training dataset for a moderate-size image classification appli-
cation CIFAR-10 [20] (detailed experimental setup is presented in
§6). Each line in the plot represents a unique configuration. Here
we present only 50 configurations in the plot for clear presenta-
tion. Each configuration needs to run about 120 iterations with
each iteration taking about one minute. To fully explore only 50
configurations, we need over 4 days of computing. Commonly,
models require exploring many more configurations to find high
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performing hyperparameters. For example, our CIFAR-10 model
has 14 hyperparameters (such as learning rate, momentum, and
weight decay) and most have a continuous range to explore, which
results in hundreds or thousands (or more) possible configurations
to explore. This problem is even worse when considering larger
training models and datasets, for example, prior work has shown
that a high-quality ImageNet22k image classification model can
take up to ten days to train to convergence using 62 machines [8].
Therefore exhaustive search is simply not practical.

A second reason is that, for many models in practice, only few
configurations lead to high performance while a majority of config-
urations perform very poorly. The results in Figure 1, for example,
show that only three configurations are able to exceed 75% accuracy
(which is considered reasonable accuracy for this type of simple
CIFAR-10 model that doesn’t do any data augmentation and/or in-
tensive preprocessing steps 1), while the majority of configurations
are not able to exceed 20% accuracy. Therefore, simple and popular
approaches such as grid and random hyperparameter generation
bet heavily on luck, which results in very inefficient discovery of
high performing configurations under reasonable cost and time
constraints.

Furthermore, optimizing hyperparameter tuning involves many
other factors, such as incorporating different application domain
goals (e.g., supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning)
and applicability to different DL/ML frameworks (e.g., Tensorflow,
Caffe, and CNTK). It is challenging to design an effective framework
to support such a wide range of usage scenarios.

Recent work [7, 14, 24] has moved beyond grid-based hyper-
parameter generation with adaptive techniques using Bayesian
optimization, which assigns higher probability to areas of the hy-
perparameter space that contain likely-good or unknown config-
urations. These works do not, however, address how to run these
configurations. For example, how long should each configuration
run? Prior work [7, 14, 18, 24, 28] executes each configuration to
the same maximum iteration (which can be a large number of iter-
ations), typically ignoring the fact that some configurations could
have shown their intrinsic value much earlier. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, with basic domain knowledge, one can quickly tell that many
configurations do not learn at all, with accuracy similar to random
( 10% accuracy in this case), which can be identified within few
training iterations and terminated early to save resources. In addi-
tion, should all running configurations take the same amount of
resources? Clearly, that is not the best way to assign resources since
the execution progress of the configurations could have offered
many insights on how well the configurations are likely to perform,
thus deserving different amounts of resources. This scheduling
problem of how to effectively map different configurations across
the time and space dimension of resources is largely unattended by
prior work.

Our work focuses on designing an efficient scheduling algorithm
and an effective system framework for hyperparameter exploration.
Our scheduling algorithm, POP, dynamically classifies configura-
tions into three categories: Promising, Opportunistic, and Poor,
and uses these in two major ways. First, along the time dimension,
we quickly identify and terminate poor configurations that are
not learning, incorporating application-specific input from model
owners. For example, classification tasks have known non-learning
1http://rodrigob.github.io/are_we_there_yet/build/classification_datasets_results.
html

random performance values which can be used to prune jobs. Sec-
ond, along the space dimension, we use an explore-exploit strategy.
We classify promising configurations that are more likely to lead to
high task accuracy and prioritize them with more resources while
giving configurations that are still only potentially promising some
chances to run – these arewhat we call opportunistic configurations.
Unlike prior work [25] that uses instantaneous accuracy only to
identify a fixed set of promising configurations, we incorporate the
trajectory of full learning curves and leverage a probabilistic model
to predict expected accuracy improvement over time as well as pre-
diction confidence [11]. The classification and resource allocation
between promising and opportunistic configurations is dynamic,
adjusting the ratio of exploration and exploitation when we observe
more predicted and measured results. At the early stage of training,
when there is little history information and prediction confidence
is typically low, allocating more resources for exploration helps
training efficiency. Conversely, at later stages, confidence is higher,
and allocating more resources for exploitation can yield higher
rewards.

We also design a framework, HyperDrive, which serves as a
generic framework for hyperparameter exploration. HyperDrive
largely decouples the scheduling policy for candidate configura-
tions from the type of model and/or framework. It provides an API
that supports not only our POP scheduling algorithm, but also ex-
isting and new ones. It also supports different learning frameworks,
such as Caffe [15], CNTK [31], and TensorFlow [3], and learning
domains, such as supervised and reinforcement learning. Lastly,
it supports model-owner-defined metrics and inputs to improve
scheduling efficiency.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We develop an efficient scheduling algorithm that infuses
probabilistic model-based configuration classification with
dynamic scheduling and early termination (§2 and §3).

• We develop an effective system framework, we call Hy-
perDrive, that not only facilitates our proposed scheduling
algorithm, but supports existing and future scheduling al-
gorithms, and works with different domains and machine
learning frameworks (§4 and §5).

• We present extensive evaluation of our scheduling algo-
rithm and framework using workloads from both super-
vised and reinforcement learning domains. We show our
proposed approach outperforms the basic approaches like
random/grid search by up to 6.7x and outperforms state-of-
the-art scheduling techniques by up to 2.1x and that our
framework is practical (§6 and §7).

2 Design Principles of Scheduling Algorithm
Hyperparameter exploration is challenging as there are many con-
figurations but often much less time and fewer resources. For deep
and complex models, it is common that only a small number of
configuration choices lead to high quality results. Thus, significant
amounts of time and resources could be wasted in searching for
good configurations if considerable attention is not paid to search
efficiency. To enable efficient model exploration and scheduling,
we follow three key design principles: i. early identification and
termination of poor configurations that are either not learning or
learning very slowly; ii. early classification of promising configura-
tions that are more likely to lead to high task performance among

http://rodrigob.github.io/are_we_there_yet/build/classification_datasets_results.html
http://rodrigob.github.io/are_we_there_yet/build/classification_datasets_results.html
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(a) Final validation accuracy distribution of 90
randomly selected CIFAR-10 configurations.
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(b) Final learning curves for two different con-
figurations A and B.
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(c) A has higher predicted accuracy but lower
confidence, while B has better final accuracy.

Figure 2. CIFAR-10 validation accuracy distribution, along with learning curves for two configurations A and B.

the remaining group of opportunistic configurations; iii. prioritized
execution of promising configurations by devoting more resources
to them without starving opportunistic configurations; striking a
desired balance between exploitation of promising configurations
and exploration of opportunistic configurations. Our search algo-
rithm POP achieves these design principles by solving the following
three challenges.

2.1 Identify poor configurations early
Early detection of configurations with poor learning performance
can reduce wasted resources during model search. Figure 1 shows
that in the search for high-quality CIFAR-10 models a significant
portion of possible model configurations either do not learn or
learn very slowly during the entire training process. We present the
final validation accuracy distribution of different configurations in
Figure 2c. The red circle shows the percentile of configurations that
achieve below the random validation accuracy of 10%2 We can see
there are 32% of configurations with poor validation accuracy, i.e.,
at or below random validation accuracy. Such a significant amount
of configurations with poor validation accuracy demonstrates the
importance of identifying and terminating poor configurations as
early as possible to reduce wasted time and resources.

An efficient way to identify poor configurations early is to in-
corporate domain knowledge from the model owner. For example,
in many supervised-learning tasks it is common for poor hyper-
parameter values to result in models that only achieve “random”
validation accuracy (which is defined by the task), an example of
this can be seen in Figure 1, where the task is forced to choose a la-
bel from 10 categories, therefore many configurations only achieve
random validation accuracy around 10%. The search algorithm
can incorporate this knowledge to improve search by terminating
configurations early if they fail to escape this “random” validation
accuracy threshold after a few iterations. Similarly, a user can incor-
porate early termination for many reinforcement-learning models
due to a common “not learning” range which can be determined
based on the environment being trained on. In addition it is com-
mon for reinforcement-learning tasks to also have unique “solved”
conditions that can be incorporated into a search algorithm, for
example a task may only be considered “solved” when it sustains a
certain reward for some number of iterations.

2.2 Classify promising configurations early and
judiciously

To classify promising configuration early and judiciously, one ef-
fective way is to develop an accurate methodology for predicting

2Random accuracy is defined as 10% here due to CIFAR-10 having 10 categories, thus
a random guess yields a 10% chance of being correct.

future task performance. There are three important questions to
answer for developing an accurate prediction methodology.

a)Would themost recent performance alone be sufficient?
As an example, Figure 2b shows full validation accuracy curves for
two configurations A and B. At the early stage, i.e., before the 50th
epoch, A’s validation accuracy is higher than B’s. However, the final
validation accuracy of B is higher than A, thus B overtakes A. If we
simply rely on the most recent performance, we will not discover
that B is the most promising configuration until after the 50th
epoch and thus waste a lot of resources. We observe this overtake
phenomenon sometimes can even be more pronounced than seen
in Figure 2b. Therefore, in order to classify promising configuration
early, the most recent performance alone, as used in prior work
[25], is not enough. In order to make effective predictions, we use
a probabilistic model to predict expected future task performance
by incorporating partial task performance history, i.e., the task’s
learning curve.

b) Would predicting expected future task performance
alone be sufficient? We answer the question by showing an ex-
ample using Figure 2c. The dotted lines show A and B’s expected
validation accuracy and the solid lines show the measured valida-
tion accuracy. The results indicate A’s expected validation accuracy
is higher than B at epoch 10 but with much larger variance and
lower confidence than B (the shadow represents the confidence
intervals). However, in the final validation accuracy, B is actually
higher than A, which indicates expected future validation accu-
racy alone can be misleading and we need to assess the quality of
the prediction. To quantify the prediction quality, we calculate the
confidence of the prediction.

c)Would a static threshold be sufficient to decide a promis-
ing configuration? One way to classify promising configurations
is by using a static threshold for the probability of achieving target
task performance, e.g., if the probability is higher than the thresh-
old, the configuration is promising. However, the problem with
this approach is if the threshold is too high, it becomes difficult
to identify promising configurations early in the training process.
On the other hand, if the threshold is too low, we may classify too
many configurations as promising and results in an ineffective way
to allocate resources. Therefore, when determining the threshold,
we need to take into consideration both the characteristics of the
model and the available resources.

2.3 Resource allocation between promising and
opportunistic configurations

The key insight here is that static resource allocation between
promising and opportunistic configurations is insufficient as con-
figurations can change status between promising, opportunistic,
and poor over time. Figure 3 gives an example of the prediction
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(a) Prediction at the 10th epoch.
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(b) Prediction at the 30th epoch.
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(c) Final validation accuracy curves.
Figure 3. Predicted and measured validation accuracy curves of multiple configurations varying over time.

confidence at three different stages during training. For example,
at the beginning stage Figure 3a, there is little trajectory infor-
mation and thus low confidence to differentiate configurations:
all active configurations are classified as opportunistic and all re-
sources are designated opportunistic. As training progresses, more
promising configurations emerge thus we allocate more resources
for promising configurations. At later stages, it is possible that one
or several configurations have very high confidence to achieve
their target, therefore we can allocate resources to them in a much
more aggressive way or even use an “all-in” strategy. Therefore,
the configuration classification and resource allocation should be
coordinated based on the progress of training.

3 Scheduling Algorithm POP
The search for high-quality models, from a candidate set of model
configurations, typically involves multiple iterations of training
each model configuration with a training dataset and evaluating
model performance against a validation dataset. The objective of
POP is to improve the efficiency of discovering high performing
model configurations: minimize the time to find a configuration
satisfying a target performance. It can also be used for finding con-
figurations with the best performance within a time budget, which
is a corresponding dual problem. To achieve efficient search and
scheduling, we need to promptly and accurately identify config-
urations that are more likely to result in high-quality models i.e.,
promising configurations (§3.1). In addition, we need an efficient
resource allocation strategy that prioritizes promising configura-
tions. Here we develop an infused methodology incorporating both
configuration classification and scheduling (§3.2).

3.1 Configuration Classification
As discussed in §2, in order to classify configurations, POP needs to
consider both the expected final task performance and the quality
of prediction based on performance history information. Recall that
the objective is to minimize the time to find a configuration that
achieves a target performance. Therefore, at any point of time in
training, the configurations with the smallest expected remaining
time to achieve the target performance and with high prediction
quality are considered promising configurations. To classify con-
figurations accurately and promptly, an accurate estimation model
of the expected remaining time and a methodology to evaluate the
prediction quality is key.

3.1.1 Expected Remaining Time Estimation
We develop a probabilistic approach for estimating the expected
remaining time for a given configuration.

In many learning domains it is common to periodically evaluate
a model’s performance (e.g., validation accuracy in supervised-
learning). The frequency at which a model’s performance is eval-
uated is often at the end of a training epoch, so to compute the
expected remaining time, we can first compute the expected num-
ber of remaining epochs and then multiply with the average epoch
duration3. The idea is to compute the probability of achieving the
target performance at future epochs and then use a probability mass
function to estimate the expected number of remaining epochs.

Problem formulation: We define the problem as predicting
the expected remaining time for a given configuration to achieve
the target accuracy. The following parameters are required from
users as input parameters4:
• Tmax: the maximum experiment time a user can tolerate;
• ytarget: a target model performance;

These two parameters are based on the user’s domain knowledge,
therefore values provided by experts should ideally lower estima-
tion overheads and improve search efficiency compared to values
provided by beginners. As we first do prediction based on epochs,
we compute the maximum number of remaining epochsMi for a
given configuration i asMi = (Tmax −Tpass)/Epochi , where Tpass is
the measured time duration that has passed from the beginning of
the experiment, and Epochi is the measured average epoch duration.
We define p1,p2, ...,pm , ..., PM as the probability that the target
performance can be reached in 1st , 2nd, ...,Mth epoch and p as the
prediction confidence, which is defined as the probability that a
configuration can achieve the target performance within Tmax, i.e.,
p = p1 + p2 + ... + pm + ... + PM . The prediction model output is
the expected remaining time ERTi for configuration i to achieve
target accuracy ytarget.

Model performance prediction: To predict future model per-
formance, we rely on the configuration’s learning curve. More
specifically, we compute the probability P (m)i of configuration i
reaching a model performance y after epochm in the future based
on the observed validation performance history of the configura-
tion, as follows:

P (m)i = P (y (m)i ≥ y |y (1 :m − 1)i ), (1)

where y (m)i is the predicted performance after epochm for config-
uration i and y (1 :m − 1)i ) represents the observed performance
of configuration i from epoch 1 tom − 1. We leverage a probabilis-
tic learning curve model proposed in prior work [11] to compute
P (y (m)i ≥ y |y (1 :m − 1)i ).

The learning curve prediction model we use relies on a weighted
combination of 11 different parametric models (e.g., vapor pressure,
Weibull, Janoschek) and uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
3An epoch represents training over an entire training data set once. Epoch durations
are assumed to be roughly constant, see §9 for more details.
4See §9 for a discussion on these user parameters.
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inference to predict possible values of these weights based on the
observed partial performance curve. This probabilistic model is
then used to compute the probability P (m)i of each configuration
periodically online, which allows the scheduling policy to see a
global view of performance across all active configurations. Due
to the non-deterministic nature of MCMC inference, we define
a prediction accuracy PA to be the standard deviation across all
MCMC samples. Further discussion of our implementation and
optimization of the learning curve prediction model is discussed
later in §5.2.

Modeling expected remaining time and prediction confi-
dence: To model the expected remaining training epochs xi for
configuration i to achieve the target performance ytarget, we com-
pute the probability that the target performance can be reached
at the 1st , 2nd, ...,mth, ...,Mth epoch respectively5. According to
the definition of the probability mass function defined based on
accumulative distribution, we have:
p1 = P (y (1)i ≥ ytarget),
p2 = P (y (2)i ≥ ytarget) − P (y (1)i ≥ ytarget),
...

pm = P (y (m)i ≥ ytarget) − P (y (m − 1)i ≥ ytarget),
...

pM = P (y (M )i ≥ ytarget) − P (y (M − 1)i ≥ ytarget).
Thus the expected number of remaining epochs xi for configuration
i can be estimated as:

xi = 1 ∗ p1 + 2 ∗ p2 + ... +m ∗ pm + ... +M ∗ pM (2)

Therefore the expected remaining training time ERTi for configu-
ration i is:

ERTi = xi ∗ Epochi

= (1 ∗ p1 + 2 ∗ p2 + ... +m ∗ pm + ...
+M ∗ pM ) ∗ Epochi

(3)

Ideally, the probability p1,p2, ...,pm , ..., PM should sum to 100%

(i.e.,
M∑

m=1
(pm ) = 1). But in reality, we do not need to sum further if

the expected remaining training time is larger than the maximum
experiment time duration that user can tolerate, i.e., ERTi > Tmax −

Tpass. In other words, we stop summing further for pm and set
ERTi = Tmax −Tpass since the search algorithm will not run further
than Tmax − Tpass. Therefore, the probability p1,p2, ...,pm , ..., PM

may not sum up to 100% (i.e.,
M∑

m=1
(pm ) ≤ 1). Here we define the

probability sum as the prediction confidence p as the higher the
probability sum, the more certain the expected remaining training
time6.

Classify configurations: We define pthred as a threshold for
prediction confidence of classifying promising configurations: if
p ≥ pthred, then the configuration is classified as a promising config-
uration, otherwise the configuration is classified as an opportunistic
configuration or poor configuration. To distinguish between oppor-
tunistic configuration and poor configuration, we rely on the domain
knowledge as explained in §2. The remaining question is how to
determine the classification threshold pthred? As explained in §2,
a static threshold is insufficient and must consider available re-
sources to determine the threshold value. Next, we develop an

5NoteM is actuallyMi because it is configuration-specific.Weomit i here for ease of presentation.
6Notep is actuallypi because it is configuration-specific.Weomit i here for ease of presentation.

infused methodology for determining the threshold and making
judicious scheduling decisions.

3.2 Infused Classification & Scheduling Methodology
Ideally, if we could perfectly predict future model performance
and expected remaining time of model configurations, we could
allocate all resources to the most promising configuration(s) (i.e.,
with shortest expected remaining time). However, in practice, since
predication cannot be 100% accurate, we need to allocate resources
based on the prediction quality as well as the available resources.
The proposed search algorithm employs both an exploration and ex-
ploitation approach for resource allocation. We allocate dedicated
resources to exploit promising configurations as they are more
likely to produce high quality results; we also reserve resources
for exploring the opportunistic configurations as when more in-
formation is available, i.e., after more epochs of execution, they
may become promising. Therefore, the available resources are di-
vided into two pools accordingly: a promising resource pool and an
opportunistic resource pool (we do not allocate resources for poor
configurations). We dynamically adjust the resource division based
on the computed prediction confidence and measured prediction
accuracy. In other words, during training, we adjust the ratio of re-
sources dedicated for exploitation versus exploration as we observe
more predicted and measured results.

Assume S is the total number of slots (e.g., machines, GPUs),
which is typically much smaller than the total number of configu-
rations. Let Nsatisfying (p) denote the number of configurations with
confidence p that can achieve the target performance within the
maximum experiment time that the user can tolerate, or equivalent
to {i |ERTi (p) ≤ TMAX}, where ERTi (p) is the expected remaining
training time for configuration i to achieve the target performance
with confidence p (an extended definition of the expected remain-
ing training time ERTi ). Naturally, a large Nsatisfying (p) value under
the same confidence p corresponds to a large number of promising
configurations. Also, high values of confidence p typically results
in small values of Nsatisfying (p).

To decide the effective number of slots Seffective for promising con-
figurations, we look at the problem from two angles, their desired
number of slots Sdesired and the deserved number of slots Sdeserved.
For any given confidence p, we consider those configurations satis-
fying the confidence as promising, i.e., the number of promising
configurations is Nsatisfying (p). Assume each promising configu-
ration gets a dedicated number of slots k . For example, if a slot
represents a machine, a sequential execution of a configuration has
k = 1 What does a sequential execution of a config mean?. The
desired number of slots for promising configurations Sdesired (p) is
equal to Nsatisfying (p) × k . On the other hand, the total number of
slots is limited by resource availability, and the number of slots
promising jobs deserve is related to the confidence p — the higher
the confidence, the more resources they shall get. We calculate the
desired number of slots as Sdeserved (p) = S ×p. The actual resources
that promising jobs shall receive must be both desired and deserved,
and thus Seffective (p) = min(Sdesired (p), Sdeserved (p)).

Among allp values, we choose the one thatmaximizes Seffective (p),
i.e., the number of slots for promising configurations is equal to
Spromising = arдmaxp (Seffective (p)). These slots are assigned to run
promising configurations with dedicated resources. The remaining
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(a) Desired slots are low early on due to low
confidence.
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(b) Desired slots are high later on due to higher
confidence.
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(c) Ratio of promising slots increases over time.

Figure 4. Allocation of resources over an experiment’s lifetime.

slots are allocated to the opportunistic resource pool, where the re-
sources are equally shared between opportunistic configurations,
e.g., in a round robin manner.

Figure 4a and Figure 4b show the number of desired slots and
deserved slots under different prediction confidence values p. Fig-
ure 4a shows a snapshot taken in the early stage of an experiment
(after about 20min) when most of the p values are very small due
to limited history information available. Figure 4b is a snapshot
taken at a later stage of the experiment (after almost 2 hrs). From
both figures, we can see that: (1) Sdesired (p) is a monotonically non-
increasing function of p, since when p increases, Nsatisfying (p) will
not increase and can only decrease. (2) Sdeserved (p) is a monoton-
ically increasing function of p, since higher p deserves more re-
sources. The cross point of the desired slot and deserved slot curves
maximizes Seffective, which corresponds to the number of slots given
to promising configurations Spromising.

To further understand how our resource allocations change over
time, consider Figure 4c which shows how the ratio of resources
allocated for exploitation (the promising resource pool) versus re-
sources for exploration (the opportunistic resource pool) change over
the experiment’s lifetime. It is clear that at the early stage a higher
share of resources are used for exploration, however later the share
of exploitation resources increase significantly as we improve our
overall prediction quality.

4 HyperDrive Design
In designing the POP scheduling algorithm, two things became
clear: first, the concerns of the policy are largely independent of the
exact learning domain or framework, provided the scheduler can
extract the right information from the tasks; second, to efficiently
schedule the learning tasks, we needed a slightly richer interface
than that of traditional task schedulers such as YARN or Spark.
For example, we needed the ability to suspend and resume tasks
to effect resource allocation, and to convey to the policy model-
owner-defined metrics.

Our HyperDrive framework addresses these observations, and
is a step towards providing a separation between hyperparameter
search algorithms and their runtime environment.

4.1 Design Considerations
We designed HyperDrive with the following goals in mind:
Support and enable reuse of existing and future search and
scheduling algorithms. As there will be new or customized hy-
perparameter optimization methodologies, the scheduling frame-
work shall be flexible enough to allow users to swap in and out
different search and scheduling algorithms.
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Figure 5. HyperDrive architecture

Monitor and report job status to support dynamic resource
adjustment and early termination. To support judicious sched-
uling decisions, such as dynamic resource adjustment and early
termination, the framework should be able to monitor and report
current and history job status.
Support different learning domains by allowing inputs from
model owners. The scheduling framework should support differ-
ent learning domains (e.g., supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement
learning) by allowing model owners to specify domain specific re-
quirements.
Support different learning frameworks. There are many differ-
ent learning frameworks in use today, such as CNTK, TensorFlow,
Theano, Caffe, MXNet, etc. The scheduling framework should be
learning framework agnostic, i.e., not bound to a specific one.

4.2 HyperDrive Framework
Figure 5 shows HyperDrive architecture, which is described below.
Numbers in circles correspond to the components in the figure.
Job and Resource Management The core job and resource man-
agement components of HyperDrive (➄) provide the basic ability
of executing jobs on remote machines.

The Resource Management (RM) component is responsible for
keeping track of currently allocated and idle resources (e.g., ma-
chines, GPUs). We leave its description short for brevity and its
simplicity. However, if executing HyperDrive in a cloud environ-
ment this piece is customized for the specific environment (e.g.,
reserve an Azure/AWS instance). The RM provides a simple API to
other components:
• reserveIdleMachine () →machineId
• releaseMachine (machineId )

The Job Manager (JM) provides the ability to start, resume, sus-
pend, and terminate jobs on specific machines obtained from the
RM. It keeps track of each job’s state based on the actions performed
on it. The JM provides the following API to other components:
• дetIdle Job () → jobID
• start Job (jobID,machineID)
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• resume Job (jobID,machineID)
• suspend Job (jobID,machineID)
• terminate Job (jobID,machineID)
• label Job (jobID, <f loat> priority)

Suspend and resume support is used to enable flexible scheduling
of jobs, which means that the framework must be able to train a
model for an unspecified amount of time, suspend training, and
then resume training later on any machine associated with the
experiment. Suspend and resume requires that training state is
saved and synchronized with the AppStat database (➂), which
allows any machine to recieve the state and resume training. The
JM also provides the ability to label a job with a priority value,
which the JM uses to order idle jobs. Priority ordering is especially
important when adding a suspended job to the list of idle jobs. If no
priority is given then idle jobs are ordered according to FIFO order.
Node Agent The Node Agent (➅) is daemon running on a worker
machine responsible for job execution and acting as an intermediary
between the HyperDrive scheduler and the training application
(➆). All Job Manager calls from HyperDrive that deal with job
execution are received and executed by a Node Agent. In addition
all application statistics reported by the training application are
sent to its local Node Agent and then forwarded to the HyperDrive
scheduler.
Scheduling Algorithm Policy A user-provided Scheduling Algo-
rithm Policy (SAP) (➃) is written in an imperative style using the
following three HyperDrive up-call events:
• Allocate Jobs ()
• ApplicationStat (jobEvent )
• OnIterationFinish(jobEvent )

AllocationJobs is triggered on detection of an idle resource to allow
the SAP to schedule a new job on that resource. ApplicationStat
is triggered on receiving application stats (e.g., accuracy) from
the training job to enable the SAP to store or process the data as
appropriate. Lastly,OnIterationFinish is triggered when a training
iteration finishes to allow the SAP to decide whether to continue,
suspend, or terminate the job, or collect additional statistics (e.g.,
iteration timings). We find that these simple scheduling primitives
allow us to write a diverse collection of SAPs that cover some prior
work and our own scheduling algorithm as described in §2.

A SAP is notifiedwhen a job finishes an iteration. Then it makes a
decision whether to continue training the job or terminate/suspend
the job. By default, HyperDrive uses a schedule-as-it-goes approach
to maximize resource usage since configurations with short epoch
durations do not need to wait for those with long durations. Hy-
perDrive also supports barrier-like epoch scheduling, which some
SAPs may prefer as it can help explore job configurations in a
breadth-first-style (i.e., executing many jobs for a short period of
time in each round). Barrier-like epoch scheduling can be achieved
by allowing the SAP to suspend jobs at every epoch boundary.
Default SAP The default SAP simply greedily allocates idle jobs
to idle machines, which is implemented by starting as many idle
jobs (via start Job) as there are idle machines. This policy ignores
all application statistics and iteration finish up-calls, but provides a
simple base for more advanced SAPs.
Hyperparameter Generator The Hyperparameter Generator (➁,
HG) is responsible for generating specific parameter values within
ranges specified by the experiment runner. The generator imple-
mentation is pluggable as long as it provides the following API:

• create Job () → (jobID,hyperparameters )
• reportFinalPer f ormance (jobID,per f ormance )

We consider the use of several different HG techniques, which are
built separate fromHyperDrive itself. Along with more complicated
approaches we have built simple random and grid search techniques
as HGs, where a user-provides the parameter names and search
ranges. The HG then selects new random or grid values upon each
call to create Job. In these approaches the reportFinalPer f ormance
call is not used.

Adapative techniques (e.g., Bayesian optimization) are popular
alternatives to random and grid search and used in in frameworks
like HyperOpt [18], Auto-WEKA [28], Spearmint [24], and GPy-
Opt [5]. These frameworks generate new hyperparameter values
based on the observed performance of previous values. These type
of approaches can be plugged into HyperDrive with the use of a
shim that exposes the HG API.
AppStat Database The application statistics database (AppStatDB
➂) is used to store and retrieve model-generated application sta-
tistics such as performance stats (e.g., accuracy, reward), epoch
duration, etc. In addition the AppStatDB stores model state used
to enable suspend and resume training across machines. The App-
StatDB is used to sharea state between the SAP, Hyperparameter
Generator, and training job itself.
Experiment Runner (Client) The Experiment Runner (➀) is re-
sponsible for specifying the following items when running an ex-
periment with HyperDrive:
• Search Algorithm Policy to use (with any SAP specific pa-

rameters)
• Hyperparameter generation technique along with parame-

ter names and search ranges
• Model training files to run on remote machines
• Total number of machines

5 HyperDrive Implementation
We implemented a HyperDrive prototype based on the compo-
nents described in §4 in Python. All communication between the
scheduler, node agents, and applications is done via GRPC [1]. We
implemented two HyperDrive application libraries in Python and
C++ that we use to support Theano, Keras, TensorFlow, and Caffe.

5.1 Suspend & Resume Support
The ability to suspend and resume training jobs is an important
feature of HyperDrive. Typical learning frameworks provide func-
tionality to snapshot and restore training job state, which simplifies
implementing suspend and resume in HyperDrive. However, if a
model uses state external to the underlying framework (e.g., Python
models using TensorFlow/Theano) it can be difficult to snapshot all
framework and model state together for simple suspend/resume.
In this case, of mixed state utilize CRIU [2], a tool for snapshotting
and restoring arbitrary application state, to implement suspend and
resume.

5.2 Learning Curve Prediction
We implemented the learning curve prediction model by adapting
a public implementation 7 of the model from [11]. The overhead
of running the unmodified learning curve prediction model for a
single learning curve can time consuming (several minutes). We
7https://github.com/automl/pylearningcurvepredictor
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identify three optimizations for performing parallel learning curve
prediction in HyperDrive.
Reduce total MCMC samples. At its core the learning curve
prediction module uses a computationally expensive Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference technique to predict future training
performance. In order to reduce the total time to create the learning
curve prediction model we reduced the total number of MCMC
samples from 250,000 (nwalkers=100, nsamples=2500) to 70,000
(nwalkers=100, nsamples=700). This reduced our learning curve
prediction time by over 2x without significant degradation in our
policy’s performance.
Distributed Curve Prediction. A simple implementation of Hy-
perDrive would run all learning curve prediction at the central
scheduler. However, this approach does not scale as the number
of Node Agents increases since training jobs may require simul-
taneous curve predictions. Instead we push the learning curve
prediction to the Node Agents. The Node Agents keep track of the
curve history for each job they are responsible for and report to
the central scheduler the results of a prediction. If a training job is
suspended and resumed on different machines the learning curve
history is sent to the new Node Agent when the job is resumed.
Overlap training and prediction.A simple prediction implemen-
tation would block training while the prediction is computed. In-
stead, as soon as the Node Agent detects that prediction should be
started it does so in parallel to training. We have found, and our
evaluation shows, that the end-to-end performance gains outweigh
any slowdown that the trainingmay experience due to resource con-
tention. Although a similar approach was taken by [11], resource
contention was not an issue since training was done exclusively on
GPUs and prediction on CPUs. Our evaluation covers both CPU
and GPU-based training using this strategy.

5.3 Scheduling Policies
We now describe howwe use HyperDrive to implement three sched-
uling policies used in our evaluation: the POP policy from §3 and
two state-of-the-art policies from prior work: a bandit allocation
policy from [25], and an early termination policy from [11].
POPWe implement the POP algorithm as described in §3. When
OnIterationFinish is called the policy checks to see if the current
iteration (n) is on an evaluation boundary (b), if so we perform
several steps. We first compute the expected number of iterations
the job has remaining (k) Then compute our p value for the job as
described in §3. In order to calculate our desired and deserved slots
we compute the tail distribution across all currently active (non-
terminated) job’s p values. Then compute our dynamic pthreshold.
Then compare our threshold to all active jobs and determine if they
are in our promising resource pool or not, we label each promising
job (using label Job) with a priority value of p. Lastly, if the job is
opportunistic we suspend it and start a new job.

We now discuss domain and task-level knowledge we incorpo-
rate into POP to prune poor configurations. Before computing any
learning prediction we first check to see if the job’s performance
has passed a user-defined kill-threshold based on the specific learn-
ing task. For example, in the CIFAR-10 task (discussed in §6.1) it
is known that random non-learning validation accuracy is 10%,
therefore we set the kill-threshold to a value slightly over random
accuracy at 15%. In our LunarLander reinforcement-learning task
(discussed in §6.1) we know that non-learning performance is -100

therefore we set our kill-threshold to -100. In addition, in order to
prune off jobs that are unlikely to achieve our target, we compare a
job’s p value against a lower-bound threshold, if it is less than 0.05
we terminate it. Lastly, we set b to 10 for supervised-learning and
to 2,000 for reinforcement-learning.
Bandit Our Bandit policy is based on the action elimination algo-
rithm [12] used by TuPAQ [25] in their bandit allocation strategy.
We extend the Default SAP described in §4. Model performance
stats are sent to the policy every epoch, the SAP keeps track of
the global best model performance (дlobalBest ) along with the best
model performance per job (jobBest ). When OnIterationFinish is
called the SAP checks to see if the current iteration is on an evalua-
tion boundary (b), if so it checks if jobBest ∗ (1 + ϵ ) > дlobalBest .
If true, the job continues training, if false the policy terminates the
job. Based on prior work [25], ϵ is set to 0.50 and b is set to 10 for
supervised-learning. Prior work focused on supervised-learning,
therefore we have no guidance on setting an evaluation boundary
for reinforcement-learning. Thus, we use the same value as our
POP policy (i.e., 2,000 iterations).
EarlyTerm The EarlyTerm policy is a parallel version of prior
work [11] that introduced the learning curve prediction model
used in our POP policy, we use the same optimizations here as
described in §5.2. Like Bandit, we extend the default SAP. The
EarlyTerm policy implements the “predictive termination criterion”
described in [11]. Model performance stats are sent to the policy
where it keeps track of the full history of performance across each
job, along with ŷ which is the global best model performance seen.
When OnIterationFinish is called the policy checks if the current
iteration (n) is on an evaluation boundary (b), if so it computes
pval = P (ym ≥ ŷ |y1:n ) using its probabilistic model. If pval < δ
then the job is immediately terminated. The value ofm is set to
the max epoch set for the training jobs. We use the same b value
of 30 and δ to 0.05 as [11]. Similar to the Bandit policy, prior work
provides no guidance on b values for reinforcement-learning, thus
we use the same value as our POP policy (i.e., 2,000 iterations).

6 Evaluation
We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed POP scheduling
algorithm and HyperDrive framework in two different domains:
supervised-learning (§6.2) and reinforcement-learning (§6.3).

6.1 Experimental Setup
Scheduling Policies. In each learning domain, we compare POP
against three baseline approaches: (1) Default, (2) Bandit, and (3)
EarlyTerm. The Default policy (see §4) schedules jobs greedily on
idle machines and runs them until completion (i.e., a max number
of epochs). Bandit and EarlyTerm are based on prior work and their
implementation is described in §5.3.
Workloads. For supervised learning, we use a popular image clas-
sification task, CIFAR-10 [20], that classifies 32x32 images into 10
categories (e.g., cat, truck). We use a convolutional neural network
(CNN) based on the layers-18pct configuration from Krizhevsky’s
cuda-convnet [19]. Even though this model does not have state-of-
the-art accuracy, it is a popular version coming with Caffe. State-of-
the-art models often employ data augmentation and/or intensive
preprocessing steps, which are orthogonal to hyperparameter explo-
ration that our work focuses on. We follow the standard approach
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of training on 50k images and evaluating model performance on a
validation dataset of 10k images.

For reinforcement learning, we use a model for a popular task
from the OpenAI Gym [17] called “LunarLander”. LunarLander
comes from a game where an agent has control over a lander to do
four discrete actions: do nothing, fire left engine, fire main engine,
or fire right engine. The environment rewards the agent based on
how efficiently it uses its resources to successfully land between two
goal posts (without crashing). The problem is considered “solved”
if the agent consistently achieves an average reward of 200 over
100 consecutive trials. If the lander crashes it receives a reward of
-100 and the trial ends. We use a model written in Keras [9] and
Theano [6] provided by the authors of [4]. Different than supervised-
learning that uses validation accuracy as its performance metric,
reinforcement-learning uses reward.
Hyperparameter Sets. To ensure fair comparison, we use the
same set of hyperparameters for evaluation, i.e., using the same
random search Hyperparameter Generator with the same initial
random seed. The hyperparameter set consists of 100 configura-
tions for both supervised and reinforcement learning experiments.
Specifically, we explore up to 14 different hyperparameters for
CIFAR-10 with the same hyperparameters and value ranges as in
Table 3 of [11]. We explore 11 different hyperparameters for ‘Lu-
narLander” and we use ranges and values provided by the authors
of the model [4].
Testbed.We conduct live GPU experiments for supervised-learning
on a private 4-machine GPU cluster that we refer to as private-
cluster . We co-locate the HyperDrive scheduler with one of the
training machines in the cluster. Each machine is equipped with an
Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 2.80GHz CPU, 128GB of memory, 10Gbps
network connectivity, and one Tesla K40m GPU. We use Ubuntu
14.04.5 LTS with Python 2.7.6, CUDA v8.0.44, and the CuDNN
library v5.1.10. We use a version of Caffe 1.0.0-rc3 that we modified
to report application metrics (e.g., accuracy) to a local Node Agent
running on the same machine.

We conduct reinforcement-learning experiments on AWS. We
use 15 c4.xlarge instances for training and a single m4.xlarge in-
stance for running the HyperDrive scheduler. Each training ma-
chine uses Ubuntu 16.04.02 LTS, Python 2.7.12, Theano 0.9.0, and
Keras 1.1.0. For suspending and resuming a configuration, we in-
corporate CRIU 2.6 into HyperDrive.
Non-Determinism. A challenge with evaluating scheduling algo-
rithms for hyperparameter exploration is non-determinism that
comes from the asynchronous nature ofmodel training algorithms [22].
We observe that this non-determinism could vary model perfor-
mance at a given epoch by up to 2%. To reduce the effect of this
non-determinism, we run each experiment multiple times: 10 times
for supervised learning and 5 times for reinforcement learning.

6.2 Supervised-Learning
6.2.1 Job Execution Duration
Figure 6 shows the distribution of job execution durations for POP,
Bandit, and EarlyTerm. POP spends considerably less time across
all jobs than the other policies, this is especially the case when
looking at longer running jobs. Particularly we see that Bandit and
EarlyTerm spend around 30min or more on almost 15% of jobs,
where POP spends 30min or more on only 5% of jobs. We see in
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Figure 6. Job execution duration distribution comparing different
scheduling policies with supervised-learning workload.
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Figure 7. Time to reach target validation accuracy (CIFAR-10).

the following section that by spending less time overall executing
less-promising jobs we are able to achieve improved performance.

6.2.2 Scheduling Performance Comparison
We evaluate the performance of different policies by comparing
the training time to reach a given target accuracy using the same
cluster. We select a target accuracy of 77% based on the domain
knowledge of our CIFAR-10 model [19], which is close to the best
accuracy reported for this model. Our choice of this model is dis-
cussed in §6.1. For each policy, we repeat the experiment 10 times.
The results are presented in Figure 7 as box plots showing the dif-
ferent quartiles for achieving the target accuracy under each policy.
On average POP reached the target accuracy in only 2.8 hours,
whereas Bandit took 4.5 hours and EarlyTerm took 6.1 hours. POP
outperforms Bandit by 1.6x and outperforms EarlyTerm by 2.1x.
In addition, the difference between the minimum and maximum
training times using POP is much smaller (around 2x) than Bandit
and EarlyTerm. Even the worst performing run of POP is faster
than the best case of the Bandit and EarlyTerm. This indicates that
POP is not only faster in reaching target accuracy, but also offers
more stable performance, thanks to its judicious classification and
scheduling. We experimented with different training accuracy tar-
gets and different variations of CIFAR-10 and the observations are
consistent. In the interest of space, we omit the results here.

6.2.3 Scheduling Overhead
The advantages of HyperDrive with POP are at the cost of extra
scheduling overhead compared to other approaches. The cost of sus-
pending & resuming training jobs can incur higher overhead than
other scheduling algorithms. Suspending training jobs involves cap-
turing model state that enables later resumption of training. The
captured model state of different jobs are sent to HyperDrive for
storage and dissemination. Therefore, the overhead includes sus-
pend/resume time and storage costs for model state. In this study
we measure suspend latency, which measures the time between
when the scheduler sends a suspend request to the Node Agent
until the scheduler finishes stored the model state. For brevity we
omit additional figures, and instead summarize our findings here.
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Figure 8. Performance of 15 randomly selected LunarLander model
configurations over 20,000 episode trials.

On average this latency is only 157.69ms with a standard devia-
tion of 72ms. We observe the 95th percentile latency to be 219ms
and a maximum of 1.12 sec. In terms of the model state size we
observe an average total size of 357.67 KB with a standard devia-
tion of 122.46 KB. We observe the 95th percentile to be 685.26 KB
and a maximum of 686.06 KB. We find in practice and show in our
end-to-end evaluation results that these overheads show negligible
impact on scheduling and training performance.

6.3 Reinforcement-Learning
Figure 8 shows the performance of 15 randomly selected LunarLan-
der configurations. Unlike supervised-learning, we observe that
many jobs learn for some period of time and then experience what
we call a “learning-crash”, in which the reward falls and remains at
or below a non-learning value. In the plot, the non-learning value
is -100, which is related to the negative reward given by the en-
vironment when the lander crashes. We observe that over 50% of
jobs are non-learning and should not be fully executed.

Reward values in the LunarLander task generally range between
-500 and 300, in order for any scheduling policy to compare rela-
tive performance between configurations, we normalize all reward
values using min-max scaling. We transform every reward value r
as follows:

rnorm =
r − rmin

rmax − rmin
, (4)

In our experiments, we use rmin = −500 and rmax = 300. The upper-
bound range (rmax) is determined by the environment and task
while the lower bound range (rmin) is determined empirically (we
use this method) by observing a small number of poor performing
runs or can by calculated the time allowed per episode and the
maximum number of actions allowed.

6.3.1 Scheduling Performance Comparison
A priori target performance is common in many reinforcement-
learning tasks. In LunarLander, the environment explicitly sets a
“solved” condition that can be used as our target, i.e., an average
reward of 200 over 100 consecutive trials.

Figure 9 presents the time to reach target results for each policy.
We repeat the same experiment five times for each policy. We ob-
serve POP achieves a median time to target 2.07x faster than Bandit
and 1.26x faster than EarlyTerm. Again, training time variations
are much lower for POP compared to Bandit (9.7x smaller) and Ear-
lyTerm (3.5x smaller) policies. These results show that compared
to state-of-the-art approaches, HyperDrive with POP is faster in
reaching target accuracy, and also more stable performance-wise
for reinforcement learning.
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Figure 9. Time to reach target reward (LunarLander).
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Figure 10. Suspend latency (left) and snapshot size (right) distri-
butions for LunarLander workload.

6.3.2 Scheduling Overhead
We use CRIU to assist suspending/resuming training jobs. When a
training job is suspended, all of its processes state is snapshotted
and transferred back to HyperDrive. Instead of adding save/resume
support to our model we use a more general approach using CRIU
to snapshot the entire process state. We recognize that this method
may incur higher overhead than a custom solution for our model.
This study measures the overhead of suspending our LunarLander
training job from the perspective of HyperDrive. Figure 10 presents
the distributions of both suspend latency and model snapshot size.
We see that model size does not exceed 43.75MB and latency does
not exceed a maximum of 22.36 sec, which is considerably small
compared with job training time.

In summary, POP is faster in reaching target performance and
more stable for different learning domains compared to state-of-
the-art approaches such as Bandit and EarlyTerm.

7 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, we perform sensitivity analysis relating to the re-
source capacity and configuration order for both supervised and
reinforcement learning using different polices. Due resource con-
straints, we opt for developing a simulator to perform sensitivity
analysis. To ensure accurate simulation, we feed the simulator with
traces collected from live system experiments.

7.1 Simulator
Our goal is to compare the scheduling efficiency (i.e., time to reach
target accuracy) between different policies under different resource
capacities and configuration orders. We develop a trace-driven
simulator consisting of the following three main components, see
Figure 11:

• Trace Generator collects the traces from live system ex-
periments and creates a replayable workload that contains
iteration timing and performance metrics. In addition, the
Trace Generator can create traces by changing the configu-
ration orders. This feature is useful to conduct sensitivity
analysis of configuration orders.
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• Simulator Engine is a trace-driven discrete event simula-
tor that accurately emulates the execution process of Hy-
perDrive, i.e., the order of configurations and the resource
management logic.

• Pluggable Scheduling Policy dictates the scheduling de-
cisions on configuration ordering and the resources allo-
cated to different configurations over time.

To validate the accuracy of our simulator, we compare the simu-
lation results with the live system results using different policies
in Figure 12a, which shows the time to reach target accuracy for
LunarLander using 15 machines. We see the simulation results are
quite accurate, i.e., compared to the live system results, the max
error of simulation is only 13%, which is well below the error bar
of live system results.
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Figure 11. Simulator Design.

7.2 Supervised-Learning
All simulator traces for supervised-learning are collected from live
AWS runs using 4 g2.2xlarge instances (one K520 GPU each)8 for
training and one m4.xlarge instance for the HyperDrive scheduler.

7.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Resource Capacity
We study the sensitivity of resource capacity (i.e., total number
of machines) by comparing the time it takes to reach our target
validation accuracy (77%) for different policies using CIFAR-10.
Figure 12b presents the results of simulation experiments. As we
would expect, the time to achieve our target improves with more
machines across all of our scheduling policies. POP always outper-
forms other policies under different resource capacities. In addition,
with larger resource capacities, POP shows even more performance
improvement to the second best policy. These results verify the
effectiveness of our POP policy when using different amounts of
resources.

7.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Configuration Order
The configuration order that a scheduling policy sees can heavily
impact experiment performance. For example, since configurations
are generated randomly it’s possible an exhaustive search tech-
nique could “luckily” pick the optimal configuration as the first
configuration (or in the first batch of configurations) to explore, its
performance can be as good as or even better than any sophisticated
policies. In order to understand the sensitivity of configuration or-
der for different policies, we run simulation experiments with 25
random configuration orders on 5 machines. The results presented
in Figure 12c demonstrate the distribution of time to reach target
validation accuracy under different polices. It is clear that POP
yields much better performance in all percentiles. In addition, it is
also more consistent in performance than other policies, e.g., POP
8The K520 GPU is slower than the K40m GPU used in our private-cluster.

has a maximum difference in completion time of 4.05 hours com-
pared to Bandit with 8.33 hours, EarlyTerm with 8.50 hours, and
Default with a staggering difference of 25.74 hours. These results
suggest POP is less sensitive to configuration order and therefore
is more reliable.

7.3 Reinforcement-Learning
We collected traces for reinforcement-learning experiments from
running live experiments on AWS using 15 c4.xlarge instances
for training and a single m4.xlarge instance for the HyperDrive
scheduler. We conduct the same sensitivity analysis of resource
capacity and configuration order for reinforcement-learning as for
supervised-learning. We observe similar results as in supervised-
learning. In the interest of space, we omit the results and detailed
discussion here.

8 Related Work
Wediscuss related hyperparameter optimizationwork forML/DLmodels.
LearningCurvePrediction. Several pieces of relatedwork present
learning curve prediction models [11, 16, 26]. This prior work could
be used as a drop-in replacement for the learning curve predic-
tion model in our POP algorithm, we currently employ [11]. This
line of work is complementary to POP, where we focus on how to
effectively use them for classification and resource management.
Hyperparameter Generation. Several pieces of prior work [5, 14,
18, 24, 28] have moved beyond grid/random-based hyperparameter
generation towards exploiting Bayesian optimization. Based on
the accuracy of the configurations that have executed, they assign
higher probability to exploit the areas of the hyperparameter space
that contain likely-good or unknown configurations. This line of
work is complementary to POP, where we can plug in different
hyperparameter generation techniques. Our focus is to decide how
much resources to map to the current set of configurations.
Sequential Search Algorithms. HyperBand [21] uses a multi-
armed bandit approach for hyperparameter exploration. They use
random search hyperparameter generation along with an aggres-
sive bandit-based pruning technique. Swersky et al. [26] propose
to suspend and resume uncompleted training jobs during model
search, incorporating partial training information with learning
curve prediction. Their prediction model does not seem to work
well for deep neural networks as discussed in [11]. In comparison,
both prior work focus on using a sequential execution of models
while POP is designed for speeding up model exploration using
multiple machines and exploiting resource usage along the spatial
dimension.
Parallel Search System. Recently, distributed computing frame-
works such as YARN [27] and Spark [30] have recognized the im-
portance of parallel hyperparameter exploration [13]. The proposed
approaches enable parallel job execution for grid and random search.
They do not support active monitoring of job metrics, early termi-
nation and dynamic resource allocation among configurations.

TuPAQ [25] is closely related, we present an overview of its
bandit algorithm in §5.3. POP employs job execution history for
improved prediction and uses the predicted accuracy and confi-
dence to enhance scheduling decision, while TuPAQ looks at the
instantaneous accuracy of jobs when deciding who to terminate.
In terms of system framework, TuPAQ focuses on a single learning
domain (supervised) and computation framework (MLBase), while
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(a) Simulator validation (LunarLander).
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(b) Resource capacities (CIFAR-10).
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(c) Random job orderings (CIFAR-10).
Figure 12. Sensitivity analysis via simulation.

HyperDrive is designed as a comprehensive framework supporting
different algorithms across frameworks and domains. For perfor-
mance, our evaluation results (in §6 and §7) show POP consistently
out-performs our Bandit policy, which is based on TuPAQ.

9 Discussion
Epoch durations. Our POP policy assumes epoch durations re-
main relatively constant during training (see §3.1.1). Epoch dura-
tions may differ between unique sets of hyperparameter values
but for a specific configuration this duration remains relatively
constant. This behavior is common in learning domains evaluated
in this work (supervised and reinforcement), however we leave
evaluating other domains that may experience non-constant epoch
durations (e.g., genetic algorithms) to future work.
Learning curve prediction. Our POP policy relies on a learning
curve prediction model. In this paper, we choose the model pro-
posed in prior work [11] (which has been studied with extensive
evaluation) for this component, we have found it to work well for
the workloads we are using. In addition, we design the learning
curve prediction module as a pluggable component of HyperDrive,
so users can easily switch to other prediction methods as preferred.
Learning curve prediction is an active area of research [11, 16, 26]
and we foresee no issue using different approaches as research
advances in this area.
User inputs.Our POP policy aims to achieve a training goal within
specific time/resource constraints, therefore it requires as input a
maximum experiment time (Tmax) and target performance (ytarget).
SpecifyingTmax requires some knowledge related to typical configu-
ration training time, since a too smallTmax may result in insufficient
time to finish model training. Setting ytarget is natural for domains
with known goals, such as our LunarLander task (see §6.3). How-
ever, if a ytarget is unknown we have successfully used a dynamic
target approach to automatically adjust ytarget by gradually increas-
ing the target once it is reached. In the interest of space, we leave
the details and evaluation of this approach to future work. In our
work with practitioners we have found that before starting hyper-
parameter exploration for their model they have a good idea about
both of POP’s required inputs.

POP, Bandit, and EarlyTerm policies all require a user-defined
evaluation boundary (b) to be specified. Setting this value is a
common problem in the space of early-termination policies. Like
in prior work, b is model/domain specific and should reflect the
time it takes to compute model performance and how long a user
is willing to let a configuration execute before possible termination.
We have found success with a heuristic of setting b to be between
5-10% of the max epoch for a job. We leave automatically setting
this parameter to future work.

Ongoing Work. HyperDrive enables model owners to schedule
resources based on monitored application-level metrics. Typically
there is a primary metric being optimized (e.g., accuracy) which is
what POP utilizes. However, additionalmetrics of concern can be im-
pacted by hyperparameter choices aswell, such as inference/serving
latencies, model sparsity/compressibility, etc.

We have seen promising early results exploring hyperparameters
specific to models that use Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units.
We are working together with authors of recent work on improv-
ing CNN model sparsity [29]. The work aims to reduce the size of
LSTMs structurally, for both storage saving and computation time
saving, without perplexity loss (the primary metric for our task).
This is done through the use of group Lasso regularization [32],
which adds enforcement on each group of a model’s weights. The
method uses a new hyperparameter (i.e., λ) which makes a trade-off
between sparsity and model perplexity. We have evaluated several
state-of-the-art models from recent work [23, 33] with a newHyper-
Drive policy, exploring λ values (plus other hyperparameters) while
monitoring both perplexity and a sparsity-related metric. We have
seen significantly reduced training times by enabling user-defined
global termination criteria through HyperDrive’s SAP API.

Lastly, we are working with Microsoft engineers to produc-
tize HyperDrive internally, which will continue improving Hy-
perDrive’s usability, scalability, and effectiveness. Hyperparameter
exploration will continue to be an active research area but currently
there are limited options to develop/evaluate parallel approaches
that incorporate techniques along both hyperparameter generation
and scheduling (e.g., early termination, suspend/resume).

10 Conclusion
This paper presents an approach for improving the efficiency of
developing machine learning models by optimizing hyperparame-
ter exploration. Our approach includes two techniques: (i) the POP
scheduling algorithm and (ii) the HyperDrive framework. POP em-
ploys dynamic classification of model configurations and prioritized
resource scheduling to discover high-quality models faster than
state-of-the-art approaches. HyperDrive is a flexible framework
that enables convenient evaluation of different hyperparameter
exploration algorithms to improve the productivity of practitioners.
We present experimental results that demonstrate the performance
benefits of using POP and HyperDrive to develop high-quality
models in supervised and reinforcement learning domains.
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